
le world forces of socialism, democracy and peace headed by the
>viet Union.
It has also to be remembered that prewar Germany was an im-

irialist state, while ours is a developing country pursuing anti-
lperialist policies and which has close friendly relations with the
>viet Union and other socialist countries.
It is right-reaction which is making all efforts to snap our relations
th the Soviet Union and other socialist and democratic countries
d take our country into the neocolonialist camp of imperialism.
Let us avail all the positive factors in the situation and unite all
mocratic and patriotic forces and bring about "progressive shifts
state-power— in a national-democratic direction" as the resolu-

n of the central executive committee of our party enjoins upon us.

{. C U/r
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NO 'DEMISE OF DEMOCRACY*
- BHUPESH GUPTA

In an interview to the editor-in-chief of the American news-
magazine Time, US president Gerald Ford has expressed his con-
cern about the recent events in our country with the remark : "It is
sad to see, but with the action in India, which is at least a temporary
demise of democracy, it makes the United States the largest demo-
cratic nation in the world." One would have thought the US presi-
dent would be happy for elevation of the USA to the first place as a
result of the flight of his imagination but he has perhaps other rea-
sons to be sad. We can easily guess them.

. However president Ford is not alone in being caught in this mood.
Others too in the high western circles are in a similar frame of mind
as if they have no problem in India, leave alone the serious threat
coming from the rightists, communalists and fascists, to worry about.

Of course the 'destabilisation' of a country like India is regarded
as a prerequisite to claim the title of an 'open society' and to sub-
scribe to the accustomed values and standards of some of the self-
advertised western democracies.

But they should understand that democracy in India born and
bred in the struggles against imperialism and neocolonialism and
committed to remake the country can hardly afford the costly luxury
of these western democracies.

One can well understand the shock which the proclamation of the
national emergency in India and the action taken against the rightists
and fascists have caused in those quarters where bourgeois-demo-
cracy in its unmitigated perversions, profligacy and class bias serves,
before anybody else, the imperialists, monopolists and other exploit-
ers, nurses and builds up the extreme rightists, racists and fascists,
while systematically keeping the working people down and blocking
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their road to social justice and better life. The facade there no lon-
ger camouflages what goes on behind it.

President Ford's concern cannot but recall to our minds another
occasion four years ago when this country was treated to a high-
powered American reaction to the happenings in our subcontinent.
The genocide in the then East Pakistan, now the liberated Bangla-
desh, in which over three million people perished was no 'demise of
democracy'. Rather the perpetrators of that terrible crime against
democracy and humanity were operily sympathised with, encouraged
and supported. And Vietnam has its own tragic story to tell.

What has happened in India is not the 'demise of democracy' by
any means, unless it is taken that a democracy cannot exist without
allowing a free run for the extreme rightists as well as communalists
and fascists like the RSS and Anandamargis.

Significantly they are not named as a danger to democracy while
action against them to avert an imminent grave threat to the very
existence of democracy in India is denounced in imperialist and
certain other western cirdes.

Yet the fact remains, what has taken place in India is a preemptive
blow to the antidemocratic and antinational forces before they could
strike to pull down the country's democratic edifice. Perhaps im-
perialism and international reaction never expected that the state-
power in India, sometimes flattered by them for their own reasons,
would at long last come to be so firmly and massively used against
the forces which they patronise in so many ways in our country.

But their discomfiture is a source of satisfaction to our people who.
come what may, will never allow proimperialist right-reaction or fas-
cism, the instrument of neocolonialism, to pass.

When so much crocodile tears are being shed in imperialist circles
for democracy in India the role of these selfstyled champions of de-
mocracy in a whole number of countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America
and even in Europe will not be forgotten if on'ly to understand what
they mean by democracy.

The world has witnessed how democracy was dealt with by impe-
rialism in Iran under Mossadegh), Greece, Guatemala, Indonesia,
Ghana, Philippines, Cuba (to instal Batista), Nicaragua, Bolivia,
Chile, Costa Rica and several other countries.

It is part of history how the communists were forced out of the early
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postwar Italian and French governments as a result of intervention b;
imperialist powers.

The American troops entered Laos to impose a rightwing govern
ment on that country. Similar action was taken in Cambodia to pro]
up a military-fascist rule. Who wanted to destroy the socialist Cub;
by employing methods of both internal subversion and external aggres
sion is again well known. How democracy has been served in Pakistai
• by its western patrons following the US-Pak security pact is also com
mon knowledge.

One can cite many more examples. There is enough material nov
available in the numerous publications about the activities of the CIA
The confessions by the highranking former CIA operators make i
shocking story of subversion and destruction of democracy on a globa
scale for which no crime including political assassination is considere*
unworthy. In India too the CIA has been particularly active in tb
recent years, surely not to serve democracy, and this has gone oi
official record.

Let us have a look at some aspects of the functioning of democrac;
in the USA itself. Are more than 10 million black people actually en
joying the same rights and status as the whites? Have the ghettos beei
abolished?

It has often been the complaint of the American democrats that no
only are the black discriminated against but all the agreements signet
to protect the original residents—the Indians—have been flouted. Ther
is, for instance, the famous Buffalo and Wounded Knee cases.

What about such legislation as the Smith act which once gave riŝ
to strong protests in certain democratic circles in the USA? How cai
one forget the execution of Sacco and Vanzetti or for that matter th
Rosenberg couple? The assassination of president Kennedy and hi
brother Robert Kennedy and of Martin Luther King and the circums
tances surrounding these crimes would not seem flattering to an;
democracy.

There is then the Watergate scandal which shook America and le<
to the fall of an American president and some other high-placed person
who seemed at one time at the helm of 'open society and Americai
democracy'.

How are we to take that democracy when 8000 million dollars ar
spent on the CIA and other intelligence agencies, the CIA conductin;
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its espionage activities even within the country contrary to American
Jaws and its own charter?

It is also officially admitted that the CIA keeps dossiers on tens of
thousands of American citizens. It has been disclosed in. congressional
evidence by the former CIA men that these dossiers are used for the
purposes of blackmail and intimidation. Even American congressmen,
are not spared.

Political bribery has become an organised system in the economic
and political life of America. Recently the Pentagon itself has re-
vealed that in two-and-a-half years only the US arms manufacturers
paid to their sales agents 200 million dollars for export, orders, i.e.
for securing such orders. We all know how and where such funds flow.

Another US investigator has pointed out that at least 250 top in-
dustrial corporations in America have made illegal payments (New
York Times, 9 June 1975). The pay-offs are but another name for
bribing officers and politicians by companies, as a result of which
the consumer prices are sometimes increased.

The US congress is known for its various lobbies representing dif-
ferent big-business interest such as oil, drugs, steel, coal. Till now
not a single genuine socialist or leftwinger has found his or her place
m either houses of the US congress. The bipartisanism has turned out
to be -a partnership of the exploiting classes, above all by different
super-big-business groups.

The Mafia gangs are used not only to attack the working people
but also for carrying out political assassinations both at home and
abroad. The disclosure that a Mafia boss was commissioned to kill the
Cuban leader Fidel Castro has shocked many Americans. The US
democracy can certainly boast of the grant monopolies and multina-
tional corporations it has created. 4000 American companies with
17,000 branches and an aggregate foreign investment of 80,000 mil-
lion dollars are not trading in democracy. We all know, for example,
the part one of these multinationals—ITT—played in Chile in butcher-
ing democracy in that country.

The yawning gap in the economic life between a handful of mono-
polists and others at the top and the vast millions of American people
is certainly not what sustains democracy. For all its tremendous wealth
and productive potential there are about nine million unemployed
people in the US today—10 per cent of the country's working force.
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The 'affluent' democracy in the land of dollars has not even beei
able to stop this.

The 'less said about the taste which the developing nations or th-
peoples fighting for national liberation have got of American demo
cracy, the better. But one can only admire the fighting tradition o
American people over the years in upholding democratic principle
and traditions.

What the detractors of India should understand is that our peopl
are engaged in shaping the country's democratic system and institu
tions in such a way that they can effectively settle the final account
with imperialism and neocolonialism, with monopoly capital and othe
vested interests and last, but not the least, with the forces of right
reaction and fascism. Without which democracy in India has no future
not even a chance to survive.

Our people are in the midst of a bitter and severe struggle thi
success of which will naturally depend on. how the democratic force
are united and moved into action, how their democratic struggles an<
activities are encouraged and helped instead of being curbed. The peo
pie have rightly taken the present emergency as an opportunity to forgi
ahead towards their cherished goal. This may cause dismay and ange
in imperialist and reactionary quarters. But the Indian people havi
no other alternative.

Any attempt to please imperialists and reactionaries at this critica
moment would be suicidal. Democracy vitalised, renovated and mad<
richer in content from the point of the masses remains as ever ou
people's banner.

One wonders how exactly the India government, which lives ii
undying optimism for improving relations with the USA, is going t(
take to president Ford's uncalled-for remark ! The rightists and fascist:
will no doubt be comforted and will rejoice.
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dentedly possible. This is the historic opportunity to be seized for the
making of history nearer the heart's desire of our people.

Ill : l ': i

There is in many circles a very superficial -and limited understand-
ing of the international context and meaning of the stern preemptive
blow for democracy that was struck on 26 June. But we live and
struggle today in a situation where the international and internal
factors influencing this struggle are more closely intertwined than ever
before.

The immediate interconnection between the high stage of confron-
tation between reaction and democracy reached as a result of the
emergency is, of course, the opposite reactions that the latter has
evoked.

While Gerald Ford, the Nixon-nominated president of imperialist
USA, has decided to put off his visit to India because of the "tem-
porary demise of democracy" in our country, the Vietnamese victors
of fight against imperialism have hailed the vigorous defence of
democracy through the emergency. So have the Arab fighters repre-
sented by Arafat, the Latin-American fighters represented by Fidel
Castro.

And, above all, so has the chief bulwark of the fight against im-
perialism on a world scale, the mighty Soviet Union and the socialist
community. The maoist traitors have again revealed their treachery
by colluding openly and disgustingly with the worst reactionary im-
perialist circles.

Indeed, it can be confidently asserted that—show me an imperial-
ist power and I shall show you an opponent of the emergency, show
me an anti-imperialist power and I shall show you a supporter of the
emergency.

Incidentally, for the benefit of those, sometimes on the left, who
talk so glibly about the "fascist character and potential" of the
emergency, it has to be said that all those in Europe and Asia and
Africa and Latin America who have fought fascism and bled them-
selves white in that fight hold exactly the opposite view about the
emergency. They have supported the latter precisely because it has
prevented the fascist takeover of our country.

Those who are today as well bearing the main responsibility for
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the worldwide battle against imperialism, reaction and fascism know
only too well what a tremendous change in the balance of world
forces would be represented by such a country as ours going over to
neocolonialism. They know only too well what a great contribution
to the worldwide battle for peace, independence and social progress
is being made by our country through its foreign policy positions and
actions.

It was precisely for this reason that the US imperialists and their
CIA strike-force worked might and main to 'destabilise' the present
government and democratic setup in our country. They are parti-
cularly furious against India because with the defection of maoist
China to their side, our vast country with its huge population is a
most formidable obstacle to the realisation of their neocolonialist
ambitions throughout the vast continent of Asia. Maoist China with
its insane hegemonistic ambitions hates our country for the same
reason.

Thus while appreciating the support that the socialist and other
•anti-imperialist forces have extended to our country at this critical
hour it is even more necessary to understand the reasons for this
support.

It is support based on the unity of aims and interests in the battle
for peace, independence and social progress. It is support based on
the progressive role that India has been playing in the international
sphere which it could not play if the present government and demo-
cratic system had been subverted by the right-reactionary and fascist
forces.

The forces of world anti-imperialism have very high stakes in
India. And India, in its turn, has very high stakes in the advance of
the world anti-imperialist forces. Hence mutual support, sympathy
and concern.

It is often not sufficiently realised that while India's economy
continues to occupy a special position in the world capitalist division
of labour, in the sphere of foreign policy it is in the camp of the
anti-imperialist forces and is an important member thereof. This
undoubtedly is a contradictory position but it is a contradiction
which cuts both ways.

On the one hand, it' hinders our country from throwing its full
weight against imperialism, apart from helping to build up the base
of right-reaction inside our country. But, on the other hand, the
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adoption of anti-imperialist positions on foreign policy issues facili-
tates the unification of all left, democratic and pairiotic forces stand-
ing for democratic transformations and social progress at home.

Now the question has to be squarely faced : what impact will the
differing positions taken by the imperialists and the anti-imperialist
forces have on the resolving of this contradiction? It can be said
without fear of contradiction that it will strengthen, the anti-imperial-
ist content of our foreign policy which in turn will exercise beneficial
influence on the battle for democratic advance -and social progress at
home.

This is because in our times the masses are not just passive spec-
tators when it comes to foreign policy issues. Now they play an
active role and exercise considerable influence on the foreign policy
of the government. This -applies to our country as well.

And the masses in our country are, above all, patriotic. They have
seen once again at a critical moment who stood by India and who
wanted to pull us down. They have received yet another big lesson
in anti-imperialism comparable in effect to the lesson they learnt
during the thrilling but troubled days of the birth of Bangladesh.

This is also because, as the CPI has been consistently pointing out,
with the deepening of the crisis of the world imperialist system, the
contradiction between it and the Indian nation as a whole, includ-
ing the nonmonopoly bourgeoisie, would sharpen and this would help
the deepening of the anti-imperialist content of our foreign policy.

This is because, further, the emergency has struck a hard blow at
the forces of right-reaction and fascism, i.e. at those very forces who
are the -agents of neocolonialism and the bitterest enemies of India's
anti-imperialist foreign policy.

This does not mean that the struggle over foreign policy is over in
our country. For from it. The greater objective possibilities that now
exist for deepening the anti-imperialist content of India's foreign
policy can be realised only through still greater unification of and
initiative displayed by the left, democratic and patriotic forces.
These possibilities would be realised only through sharp struggle ag-
ainst the right as well as its allies in the existing setup.

But the struggle now has greater chances of success and we can be
more confident that all patriotic Indians will, if they unite and play
their due role, feel still prouder of the enhanced progressive role
and greater contribution of our country in the worldwide battle
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against imperialism, reaction and war. This is an aspect of the decla
ration of the emergency that must not escape attention.

There is another aspect of the interconnection between interna
and external developments that needs to be recognised. And that i:
the entire international situation of which the events in our countn
are an integral part. The international situation today is not onh
characterised already by important changes in a direction favourabl*
to independence, democracy and social progress as compared, say, tc
a decade ago. Even more is it characterised by impending change;
or a qualitative character.

In the struggle between the two opposed world systems of social
ism and capitalism the former is on the point of a qualitative leaj
ahead whiie the latter faces a qualitative deepening of its genera
crisis.

Not merely that. Important qualitative changes are also taking
place within the imperialist countries as far as the balance of clas:
forces is concerned. And in the countries belonging to what is callet
the national-liberation zone as well as in the relations between these
countries and the imperialists very favourable and crucial change;
are taking place and more are in the offing.

Not for nothing is it said that an important aspect of the quail
tative deepening of the general crisis of world capitalism is the crisis
of the system and methods of neocolonialism.

It can even, perhaps, be said that we are approaching througr
titanic struggles and in a zigzag way changes in the internationa
balance of forces which can be compared to the defeat of fascisn
and the entire postwar anti-imperialist upsurge of which India win-
ning its freedom was an integral part.

What is now happening in our country, the confrontation that has
reached such a high level between the forces of left and democratic
advance and counterrevolutionary reversal, the blow against the righi
and the new democratic possibilities now opening out, is part anc
parcel of these impending changes.

This is the perspective with which we must be equipped, with
which we must be inspired and to win which we must put forth oui
best.


